The paper deals with the analysis of preconditions to promote green investment. The authors allocated the main features and principals of green investment. The results of the analysis of EU experience showed that green investment is one of the ways to attract additional finance recourses for supporting the country's green growth. In this case, the authors allocated the main barriers which limit the green investment spreading in Ukraine: lack of the legislation bases; non-existing the universal approach to define and classify green investment and assets; the existing stereotype that green investment is a non-profitable investment; greenwashing concept which used by companies and etc. Besides, one of the ways to overcome the issues and boost green investment market is using the effective marketing instruments with the purpose to promote green investment among main stakeholders. In the paper, the authors allocated the main marketing instruments to whispered green investment. The results of the analysis showed that one of the factors which restrict the efficiency of promoting green investment is greenwashing. Thus, greenwashing defined as a gap between two behaviours: the lowest level of green performance and short-term positive talking about green thinking. In this case, with the purpose to develop Ukrainian green brand greenwashing should be declined through the controlling from the government authorities. In the paper, the authors proposed to implement a regulation which controls the publishing of non-financial reports in open access on the obligatory bases. The authors highlighted, that well-developed green investment market and effective marketing communications of promoting them have a positive impact on the country's brand through the forming country's green brand. As a positive consequence, it could provoke the improving of Ukrainian investment climate which attracts the additional foreign green investment.
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Introduction. The ongoing economic issues, financial imbalance, political and social conflicts provoke the declining of Ukrainian investment climate which leads to the capital outflow. Therefore, the level of trust among the foreign investor is at the lowest level which also has a negative impact on countries image and brand. From year to year the volume of foreign direct investment has being decreased. In this case, it is necessary to develop and implement an effective mechanism to recover the country's investment climate, image and brand. From the other side, the mainstream among worldwide investors is taking to account the main principals of sustainable development. It means, that investors consider not only economic aims so also green aspects during the investment decisions. Therefore, the results of the analysis of EU experience showed that developing of green investment market could be one of the ways to attract new capital into the Ukrainian economy. At the same time, the developing of the mechanism of green investment market should be taking with the developing of marketing instrument to promote green investing among the main stakeholders of the green investment market.
Literature review. The huge range of investigations focused on allocating the main principals and features of green investments [2, 4, 10–13, 15]. Thus, Chygryn O. and Krasnyak V. [2] allocated the practice aspects to develop the Ukrainian environmental investment market. Delmas M. highlighted the main features of green growth and allocate the issues with developing of green investment market [4]. The results of the previous investigations Pimonenko T. in the papers [10-13] showed that the main barriers are misunderstanding and non-existing the universal approach to define green investment. Thus, the authors Pimonenko T. and Lushyk K. in the paper [11] defined green investment as an investment in green assets. In this case, it is necessary to develop the universal approach of classifying green investment.

The scientists Pimonenko T., Leus D., Us J. and Fedyna S. in the paper [13] proved that the second barrier is a stereotype among investors, that green investment is not profitable. With this purpose, it is necessary to develop effective marketing communications among the stakeholders. It should be noted, that most current investigation analyses green investment market developing only through the formatting of the fundamental principles eliminating the promotion mechanism. It should be noted, that a lot of papers [4, 5, 9, 14, 16, 18] of the scientists Delmas M., Burbano C. V., Toffel M. W., Peattie K., Siano A., Testa F., Vos L. focused on the developing concept of the green marketing which tries to pay attention to green parameters of the product. However, the exists papers on green marketing didn't take to account the features of green investment.

In this case, the results of analysis proved the necessity of further investigation of the unsolved issues as follows: to allocate the main parameters of green investment as a product from the marketing point of view; to develop the marketing instruments to promote green investment considering the Ukrainian conditions; to identify the main problems which limit the promotion of green investment and as a consequence decrease the level of trust to Ukraine from the main stakeholders.

The aim of the paper is identifying the main functions and features of green investment as a marketing product with the purpose to indicate the main marketing communications to promote them.

Results. Thus, in 2017 the foreign direct investment has decreased by 30% compared to the 2014 year (figure 1). Mostly, it was the results of the military and the political conflicts which provoked the transformation process from focusing on Russian to EU market.
At the same time, in 2017 compared with 2016 the total volume of foreign investment increased which was the result of improving relationship with EU countries. Thus, it was necessary to provide proactive mechanism to recover the Ukrainian investment market. As a way it could be the promotion of countries green brand which attract the green investment to the Ukrainian economy.

![Fig. 1. The dynamic of foreign investment in Ukraine 2010–2017, Mio USD](image.png)

At the same time, in 2017 compared with 2016 the total volume of foreign investment increased which was the result of improving relationship with EU countries. Thus, it was necessary to provide proactive mechanism to recover the Ukrainian investment market. As a way it could be the promotion of countries green brand which attract the green investment to the Ukrainian economy.

The results of the analysis showed that main barriers which restrict the developing of green investment market are:

- non-existing of the fundamental theory of green investment with allocation the universal approach to defining green investment, main stakeholders, their role and duties;
- exists of the stereotype that green investment isn't profitable;
- lack of a legislative base of green investment market;
- non-existing the universal system of accounting green assets and investment;
- insufficient supporting policy to support green investors;
- the lowest level of trust to the Ukrainian investment market and greenwashing;
non-existing effective marketing policy to promote green brand and image in Ukraine and etc.

The results of the analysis in the previous researching [10-13] allowed allocating the main features of green investment as follows:

- investing in green assets (green projects, green growth, sustainable development and etc.);
- supporting long-term goals;
- investment’s goals correspond to the principals of sustainable development (SD);
- public character: participating in the wide circle of stakeholders justified that investment decisions should be accepted using the principals of complexity;
- considering different investment’s sources, combined in time and space, their forms and types;
- differ from of investment that provides the state, interstate, own, mixed forms of organization of social and economic activities of natural users;
- considering specific properties of self-regulation and heal itself ecosystems its individual components [2, 11].

Thus, one of the problems is stereotype among investors which could be overcome through the effective marketing instruments. In this case, the traditional marketing concept should be transformed considering the main features of green investment.

Traditionally the main elements of marketing are product; price; positioning and promoting. Taking to account the features of green investment and general market concept, the following elements of green investment marketing could be allocated:

- product – green investment;
- green price;
- place considering features of green investment;
- green promotion;
- people (stakeholders);
- green passion (branding);
- greenwashing.

The conceptual model of green investment was presented in Figure 2. According to the proposed model (Figure 2) green investment is the main product which is the focus of the marketing. As the main feature of green investment is balancing between the ecological, social and economic benefits
it was necessary to develop a promotion program which focused on all these three benefits. In this case, the benefits of sustainable development goals should be included in the promotion program of green investment. The main goal should be formatting positive thinking about green investment.

The traditional placement should be done considering the green aspect of investment. The efficiency of marketing program depends on the correct placement which could lead to success or to break the green brand of investment. Therefore, the marketing program should use modern instruments (online advertising) combining with government support.

**Fig. 2. The principal framework of the marketing of green investment**

Sources: developed by the authors

Should be noted, that green passion and branding become the most significant factor which influences on green investment promoting. Communication with the main stakeholders is a key element to know how to improve the promotion of green investment based on their thoughts and feedbacks.
Greenwashing is the current form of PR technologies. Firstly, this term was described by the scientist Jay Westervelt in 1986 in an essay on explaining how hotels tried to promote green idea through the using of the towels more than one time. In that way hotel wish to reduce costs on washing through the declaring the concerning of green issue. Jay Westervelt described the behaviour which focuses on profitability, not on environmental issues.

The results of analysis [4, 5, 16] showed that greenwashing could be defined as the gap between two behaviours: the lowest level of green performance and short-term positive talking about green thinking.

According to the paper [14], the scientists defined greenwashing as a big gap between declaration and real practice. Thus, the real practice means initiatives which correspond to the main principals of sustainable development. Therefore, greenwashing develops only green talking and green myth about the brand which could be destroyed at any time.

It should be noted, that mostly greenwashing using with the purpose to demonstrate ecological benefits and achievements instead of real investment in green projects which decline negative impact on the environment. Mostly, greenwashing used by the industry companies (oil, chemical, automobile and etc.) to develop green images and to promote their products as eco-friendly. Thus, according to the experts' calculation (on the first Day of Earth) in 1970 the companies had been spent on greenwashing more than $1 billion, it was much more than they spent on green technologies [14].

The results of the analysis showed, that using of greenwashing lead to formatting negative attitude to ‘green’ as a brand. The latest scandal with Volkswagen company on CO2 emission leads not only to the paying of $24.7 billion and as a consequence to decline the trust level to the company which had the negative impact on company's brand which led to the loss of sales – up to $34.5 billion [17, 18].

Thus, with the purpose to attract additional green investment, the greenwashing should be declined and controlled by the government authorities. One of the perspective ways on solving abovementioned issues was implementing the transparency principals in the company activities. According to that, the non-financial reports should be published on the regular bases, in open access and as obligatory.

**Conclusion.** The findings proved that transformation from the traditional to the green growth model requires additional financial recourses. In this case, the perspective way is developing and promoting green investment among the
main stakeholders. At the same time, it is necessary to develop the effective range of marketing communications to promote green investment which leads to the formatting of green country's brand and increase the level of trust from the foreign investor to Ukraine. Therefore, greenwashing should be declined through the implementation of transparency principal on the publishing of the non-financial reports
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